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Excellent Content

Audio & Written

Showcase the DLA

Dublin office through

Video

Firms need a video marketing

strategy — this idea isn't new. 

 

What has changed is how

important video has become

on every platform and channel.

 

Video is no longer just one piece

of your overall marketing plan.

 

 It's central to your outreach and

campaign efforts … especially

your social strategy.Video has

absolutely dominated social.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zB3Z4aJ2sE


Evolve Marketing is comprised of an innovative and seasoned group of marketing

professionals, consultants and coaches with extensive experience in story telling, content

creation and videography.

 

We help law firms tell their story to relate to people through video, audio and articles. This

helps with both external and internal communication.

 

It helps externally by improving client retention and acquisition while internally it helps by

telling the stories of solicitors and support staff which builds a more cohesive environment.

This leads to reduced attrition rates and an increase in enquiries from top talent.

 

If you want to reach audiences online, there is no better way than through interesting content.

Content is a perennial marketing tactic that will continue to bring results long after it’s created.

Content is the best way to find engaged and interested audiences who are ready to buy from

you. It goes without saying that if you want to gain premium exposure on Google, on your social

media or on your website then high-quality content is the way to go.

How does it work?

Why is this important?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tPv6RCopIA


We produce videos, audios and text that are tailored to your firm and the results you want to

achieve. Storytelling is at the heart of everything we do; whether it’s for your website, social media

feeds, case studies, videos, brochures, or newsletters, every word counts. We’ll help you find the

right story to tell.

 

Every creative we make is carefully researched before being crafted into an engaging content

experience. Whether you already have articles written or need someone to write from scratch, we

make sure the end product is a reflection of your company’s identity and values. We use content

to help you reach new audiences every day. 

 

By engaging and educating prospects and customers alike, you demonstrate your expertise,

communicate your value proposition, and increase brand awareness. Well-written content is a

pleasure to read, but it also makes you appear more credible and more professional.

Content Creation

Culturally Aligned
We pride ourselves on aligning our team with the cultural values of the brands and

projects we work on.

Tools and Talent for Quality Production
Evolve is built to scale both our team and equipment based on the requirements of the

project.

Built for Speed
Our team understands the appetite and pace at which content needs to be produced

today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tPv6RCopIA

